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ABSTRACT
Most existing learning to rank based recommendation methods only use user-item preferences to rank items, while neglecting social relations among users. In this paper, we propose a novel, effective and efficient model, SoRank, by integrating social information among users into listwise ranking model to improve quality of ranked list of items. In addition, with linear complexity to the number of observed ratings, SoRank is able to scale to very large dataset. Experimental results on publicly available dataset demonstrate the effectiveness of SoRank.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the analogy between query-document relations and user-item relations in recommender systems, several learning to rank [3] based recommendation methods have been proposed to improve the performance of traditional collaborative filtering. These models assume that all users are independent and identically distributed, while ignoring the social connections among users.

However, in real-world situation, users can be easily affected by the friends they trust, and prefer their friends’ recommendations. The reality in the case of item ranking is that the rank position of an item is determined by the active user’s own taste, indirectly from his/her trusted friends’ taste as well. Based on the above intuition, we propose a straightforward but effective way to incorporate social information into listwise learning to rank model for recommendation.

2. SoRank
In this section, we introduce the listwise learning to rank with social information for item recommendation.

2.1 Preliminaries
Top one probability [1] of an item represents the probability of its being ranked on the top of a list. Given user i’s ranked list \(l_i = (R_{i1}, R_{i2}, ..., R_{iK})\), where \(R_{ik}\) is i’s rating score for item k, the top one probability of item j is given by:

\[
P_i(R_{ij}) = \frac{\exp(R_{ij})}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \exp(R_{ik})},
\]

where \(\exp(x)\) denotes the exponential function of \(x\).

2.2 Objective function
Based on matrix factorization framework, the predicted ranking score of item j with respect to user i is expressed by:

\[
\hat{R}_{ij} = g(U_i^T V_j),
\]

where \(U_i\) and \(V_j\) are latent factors of user i and item j, respectively, where \(D\) is the dimensionality of latent vectors. \(g(x)\) is logistic function. To produce a ranked list of items for a user i items are scored using Eq. 2 and ranked according to the scores. Furthermore, the following Eq. 3 will be employed to derive the final ranking score by integrating users with their trusted friends’ tastes via an ensemble parameter \(\alpha\):

\[
\tilde{R}_{ij} = g(\alpha U_i^T V_j + (1-\alpha) \sum_{k \in T(i)} \tilde{S}_{ik} U_k^T V_j),
\]

where \(\tilde{S}_{ik}\) denotes the normalized trust strength between user i and k, and \(T(i)\) represents the set of users trusted by user i. The second term of Eq. 3 is interpreted as following: if the user k ranks item j highly (i.e., \(U_k^T V_j\) is large), and user i expressed trust on k, then the ranking score between i and j tend to be increased. The ranking score of item j is a balance between the active user’s and his/her trusted friends’ favors, smoothed by the parameter \(\alpha \in [0, 1]\), which controls how much the user is affected by his/her friends.

With the use of top one probability, we adopt cross entropy to measure the distance between two ranked list of items: the ground truth list \(l_i\) and the predicted list \(\hat{l}_i\) generated by Eq. 3. Hence the latent vectors are learned to fit ranked item lists by minimizing the following objective
function:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} -\sum_{j=1}^{M} I_{i,j} p_i (R_{ij}) \log(\hat{P}_i (R_{ij})) + \frac{1}{2} \lambda (\|U\|^2_F + \|V\|^2_F),
\]

where \( I_{i,j} \) is an indicator function, which equals 1 if user \( i \) rated item \( j \), and 0 otherwise. Parameter \( \lambda \) is regularization coefficient used to reduce over-fitting, while \( \| \cdot \|_F \) denotes Frobenius norm. Note that, Eq. 3 can be extended to any ranking based objective function for including social information, in addition to cross entropy loss.

A local minimum of the loss function given by Eq. 4 can be found by performing gradient descent in latent vectors \( U_i \) and \( V_j \). Note that, unlike the constant learning step size as used in [1], we set it in SoRank to be as large as possible in each iteration, as long as it leads to a decrease in the loss function Eq. 4.

\section{Complexity analysis}

Evaluating loss function \( \mathcal{L} \) and its gradients comprise the computation process of SoRank: (1) The computational complexity of evaluating the loss function is \( O(\rho D + \rho k D) \), where \( \rho \) is the number of observed ratings, and \( k \) is the average number of friends that a user trusts. (2) Computing the gradients \( \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial U} \) and \( \frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial V} \) are of complexity \( O(\rho D + \rho k D + \rho \bar{p} D + \rho \bar{p} k D) \) and \( O(\rho D + \rho \bar{p} k D) \), respectively, where \( \bar{p} \) is the average number of friends who trust a user, and \( \bar{u} \) is the average number of items that a user rated. Therefore, the total computational complexity in one iteration is in the order of \( O(\rho \bar{k} D) \), where \( \bar{m} = \max(\bar{u}, \bar{p}) \). Since we usually have \( \bar{m}, \bar{k} \ll \rho \), the complexity is linear to the number of observed ratings. Overall, our analysis shows that SoRank is suitable for large dataset.

\section{EXPERIMENTS}

The dataset used in our experiments is Epinions dataset\(^1\), which contains 22,166 users who expressed 922,267 ratings for 296,277 items. In addition to rating information, trust relations are also available in Epinions. The total number of issued trust statements is 355,754. We use the same strategy as used in [2] [3] to generate training and test set: we randomly select 10, 20 and 30 items for each user for training and use the remaining rated items for testing. To perform a direct and fair comparison, we also adopt the evaluation metric \( \text{NDCG@10} \), which only utilize user-item information. This proves the motivation of this paper that incorporating social information will improve quality of ranked list.

We illustrate the trend of \( \text{NDCG@10} \) of SoRank with the increase of \( \alpha \) in Fig. 2 under the condition with 10 rated items per user for training. The general observation is that the value of \( \text{NDCG@10} \) increases first until reaching the peak, then decreases. This demonstrates that using either rating information or utilizing trusted friends’ tastes only for recommendation can not generate better results than fusing these two information resources together.

\section{CONCLUSION}

Based on the assumption that user’s behaviors can be affected by his/her socially connected friends, we explore a new improvement space for learning to rank models, with application to item recommendation. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt that adapts social learning to rank for recommendation.
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